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Abstract. A dominating set  )(GVS Í  is said to be global Triple connected dominating set if S is a 

global dominating set and  S is a triple connected. The minimum cardinality taken over all global 

triple connected dominating sets is called the global  triple connected domination number of G and is 
denoted by 

gtcg . A dominating set  )(GVS Í  is said to be global Triple connected complementary 

acyclic dominating set if S is a global triple connected dominating set and SV - is acyclic. The 

minimum cardinality taken over all global triple connected complementary acyclic dominating sets is 
called the global triple connected complementary acyclic domination number of G and is denoted by 

cagtc-g . In this paper, we introduce   the concept of global triple connected complementary acyclic  

dominating set and we found this number for some standard graphs. Also some results on global  triple 
connected complementary acyclic  dominating sets are established. 
 
Keywords: Triple Connected Dominating Set, Global Dominating Set, Global Triple Connected 
Dominating Set, Global Triple Connected Complementary Acyclic Dominating Set. 

 
1. Introduction: A subset S of V is called a dominating set of G if every vertex in V -S is adjacent to at 

least one vertex in S. The domination number )(Gg  is the  minimum cardinality taken over all 

dominating sets in G. A dominating set S of a connected graph G is said to be a connected dominating 

set of G if the induced sub graph S   is connected. The minimum cardinality taken over all connected 

dominating sets is the connected domination number and is denoted by )(Gcg  . Many authors have 

introduced different types of domination parameters by imposing conditions on the dominating set [4]. 
Recently, the concept of triple connected graphs has been introduced by Paulraj Joseph et.al [3] by 
considering the existence of a path containing any three vertices of G. They have studied the properties 
of triple connected graphs and established many results on them. A graph G is said to be triple 
connected if any three vertices of G lie on a path in G. All paths, cycles, complete graphs and wheels are 
some standard examples of triple connected graphs. G. Mahadevan etal., introduced triple connected 
domination number of a graph. A subset S of V of a nontrivial connected graph G  is  said to be triple 

connected dominating set, if S is a dominating set and the induced sub graph S  is triple connected. 

The minimum cardinality taken over all triple connected dominating sets is called the triple connected 

domination number of G and is denoted by )(Gtcg . A dominating set  )(GVS Í  is said to be Global 

dominating set if for every SVv -Î , there exists a vertex SuÎ   such that   v is not adjacent to u. A  

dominating set  )(GVS Í  is said to be global triple connected dominating set  if S is a global 

dominating set and S is triple connected  In this paper, we introduce  the concept of global triple 

connected complementary acyclic dominating set and we found this number for some standard graphs. 
Also some results on global triple connected complementary acyclic dominating sets are established. 
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Theorem1.1[4] A connected graph G is not triple connected if and only if there exists a H-cut with 

3)( ³- HGw , such that │V(H)∩N(Ci)│=1 for at least three components C1,C2 and C3 of  G-H. 

 
2. Global Triple Connected Complementary Acyclic Domination:  
Definition 2.1: A subset S of V of a non trivial graph G is said to be a Global Triple Connected 
Complementary acyclic dominating set if S is a Global triple connected dominating set and the induced 
sub graph SV -  is acyclic. The minimum cardinality taken over all global triple connected 
complementary acyclic dominating sets  is called the global triple connected complementary acyclic 

domination number of G and is denoted by 
)(Gcagtc-g

. 
 

Example 2.2: For the graph K4,  
{ }4,3,2,1 vvvvS =

forms a global triple connected complementary 
acyclic dominating set. 
 
Example 2.3: Global triple connected complementary acyclic dominating set does not exist for all 
graphs p 
 
Observation 2.4: Every global triple connected complementary acyclic dominating set is a triple 
connected dominating set. But every triple connected dominating set is not a global triple connected 
complementary acyclic dominating set. 
 
Observation 2.5: For any connected graph G with p vertices,  

pGcagtcGgtcGgcGcG £-££££ )()()()()( ggggg
 and this inequalities are strict. 

Example 2.6: 
nnKcagtcnnKgtcnnKgcnKcnK =-==== )(,)(,)(,2)(,1)( ggggg

 
 
Theorem 2.7: If the induced sub graph of all connected dominating set of  G has more than two 
pendent vertices then G does not contains a global triple connected complementary acyclic dominating 
set. 
 
Example 2.8; Global triple connected complementary acyclic domination number for some standard 
graphs. 

1. For any complete graph G with p vertices 
pKGcagtc =- )1( og

 

2. For any path of order 
3³p

, 
5p if 2-p

5p if 3)(

³=

<=- pPcagtcg

 

3. For any cycle of length p for 
3³p

, 
5p if 2-p

5p if 3)(

³=

<=- pCcagtcg

 

4. For the complete bipartite graph  )2,(, ³nmK nm , 3)( , -+=- nmK nmcagtcg  

5. For any star 
)3(1,1 ³- ppK

, 
3)1,1( =-- pKcagtcg

 

6. For any complete graph Kp 
3³p

, 
ppKcagtc =- )(g

 

7. For any wheel Wn , 
3)( =- pWcagtcg

 

Theorem 2.9: For any connected graph G with 
4³p

we have 
pcagtc £-£ g3

and the bound is 
sharp. 
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